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1 Introduction

XGBoost is a famous algorithm that is widely used for machine learning tasks to achieve

state-of-the-art results in regression and classification problems. It is an implementation of gradient

boosted decision trees and is specifically designed for speed and performance, which help it dominate

in many machine learning competitions and become one of the most popular algorithms in the

machine learning community.

Susan et al (2018) propose a generalized random forests method for non-parametric statistical

estimation based on random forests (Breiman, 2001). Their new method aims to fit any quantity

of interest identified as the solution to a set of local moment equations by considering a weighted

set of nearby training examples. The innovation of this paper locates at the fact that, instead

of using classical kernel weighting functions that are prone to a strong curse of dimensionality,

they use an adaptive weighting function constructed by their proposed random forests algorithm

that is designed to capture the heterogeneity in the specified quantity of interest. They also

provide a computationally efficient algorithm for growing the generalized random forests that is

asymptotically converging to the theoretical method. Moreover, they develop a large large sample

theory for the consistency and asymptotically Gaussian property and provide an estimator for their
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asymptotic variance that enables valid confidence intervals (which involves intense technical details

in deriving the inference and will not be covered by this note).

This paper will summarize the essence of these two latest tree-based machine learning meth-

ods: XGBoost and Generalized Random Forests, and other related foundational methods such as

Adaboost, random forest and so on.

To understand the algorithm of the two algorithms mentioned above, we need to first review

the ideas of their major components, as they are also important algorithms in the field of machine

learning and statistics. This literature review will first illustrate the basic idea of a decision tree

in machine learning tasks and introduce traditional Classification And Regression Trees(CART)

methods as the basic applications of the tree method in the learning tasks. Then bootstrap ag-

gregating(as known as bagging), a simple idea of an ensemble of learning procedures to improve

the accuracy of the learning algorithm, and boosting, which differs with bagging in their ways of

choosing new training samples, will be discussed. I will also illustrate Adaboost, a basic application

of boosting, and Gradient boosting, which optimizes the learning procedure based on an additive

model with a suitable loss function. In contrast to boosting, forest methods use a different direc-

tion of tree aggregation. I will summarize the random forest method, which is one of the most

successful forest implementations. Finally, XGBoost and Generalized Random Forests combine

many features of previous boosting and forest methods and optimizes their systems to achieve a

higher performance in running time and accuracy.

In section 2, I will summarize the concept of decision tree and CART methods. In section 3, I

will explain the concept of bagging and boosting as well as the convergence and consistency result

on boosting. In section 4, I will provide an illustration on the algorithm of Adaboost and gradient

boosting and their link to the additive model from a statistical perspective. In section 5, I will

explain the random forest method, the convergence and consistency result of its generalized method

and its difference from boosting methods. In section 6, XGBoost will be formally introduced as

well as its major components and innovations. In section 7, Generalized Random Forests will be

briefly illustrated with several simulation and empirical applications.
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2 Decision Tree and CART

A decision tree is an algorithm to classify a sample into subsets and predict the value of a

target variable based on the predicted value in each subset. In the decision tree, each internal node

represents a class of data that is classified by several input features(variables) and before reaching

the terminal node(leaf), the node needs to split into subsets according to certain splitting rules. At

the terminal nodes(leaves), the values of the targeted variable will be generated for the partitioned

data in each leaf, and the final prediction of the whole sample will be aggregated over the leaves.

Figure 1 displays a simple example of a decision tree to estimate the survival rate of the pas-

sengers in the sinking of Titanic, representing the original idea of the first regression tree algorithm,

proposed by Morgan and Sonquist (1963) in their Automatic Interaction Detection (AID) model.

By recursively splitting data into two nodes, with splits of form “xi ≤ c”, where xi is one dimension

of the features and c is some threshold value, the regression tree fits a piecewise-constant model.

At each node t, define node impurity function ϕ(t) =
∑

i∈t(yi − ȳ)2, and the tree chooses split to

minimize the sum of impurities of two nodes by greedily searching for all candidates at each split.

The tree will stop splitting if the reduction in node impurity is lower than a threshold, and the

predicted value at each leaf is the average value of all samples in the subset that the tested sample

falls in. The important fact is that any test sample could only fall in exactly one leaf and the

average of the training samples in that leaf could provide a close estimate to the test sample.

Figure 1: Decision Tree to Predict whether you’d survive the sinking of Titanic, Source:

https://algobeans.com/2016/07/27/decision-trees-tutorial/
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Another classical decision tree method that could be used for both classification and regression

tasks is the Classification And Regression Tree (CART) introduced by Breiman et al. (1984). CART

carries the idea of recursive splitting the sample data to minimizing the selected objective function

with splitting and stopping rules from AID. One problem of AID is that when to stop the splitting

or the optimal depth of the tree: too many splits performed on the training sample could result in

small sizes of samples in the leaves, which increases the variance in the sample means due to the

nature of a small sample, or “overfitting” in machine learning terminology. The key innovation in

CART is how to make more accurate splits and build the tree with less complexity.

Breiman et al. (1984) propose a pruning technique to penalize the complexity of the tree

structure and a linear split rule to separate the sample space more flexibly. While the stopping

rule aims to control the depth of the tree when choosing the split, pruning could help eliminate

inefficient splits after the training finished. One pruning technique is the cost-complexity pruning,

which defines the cost-complexity measure Rα(T ) for the tree T grown from the original algorithm:

Rα(T ) = R(T ) + α|T |

where R(T ) is the object function to minimize or the cost function, |T | is the number of leaf

nodes in the tree and α ≥ 0 is the complexity parameter. When α = 0, as no penalty on the

tree complexity, the original tree will be chosen; when α > 0 increases, the pruned tree T (α) that

minimizes Rα(T ) will be chosen from a series of subtrees of T that recursively prunes a pair of

leaves from the same parent node. Finally, the choice of the complexity parameter α could be

determined by cross-validation.

The linear split rule replaces the splits “xi ≤ c” by linear splits “
∑

i aixi ≤ c”, essentially

allowing any hyperplane to separate the sample place into two regions instead of only the hyper-

planes orthogonal to the axes. This extension makes each split more efficient as it provides more

flexibility when choosing the split to minimize the overall cost function.

Despite the effort of CART to make the tree method more efficient and less complex, it still

suffers from selection biases and lack of robustness. First, the greedy algorithm to pick the split

could only guarantee a locally optimal decision at each node but not the global optimum. Second,

it is not guaranteed that the sample average of the mean in each leaf could be unbiased since the

tree is developed on the sample data and each leaf only represents a small portion of it. Third,

at the edge of each leaf, the regression estimates could experience a jump in the prediction value

when moving across two leaf regions. This creates a discontinuity in the prediction that might be
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undesired from the perspective of interpretation.

3 Bagging and Boosting

3.1 Bagging

Bootstrap Aggregating, as known as bagging, is an idea proposed by Breiman (1996) to im-

prove the stability and accuracy of a learning procedure. Bagging creates a bootstrap sample by

sampling from the population with replacement and generating a set of subsamples. Then for each

subsample, the learning procedure is applied and the final prediction or classification is generating

for all subsamples combined by averaging the output(regression) or voting(classification). Figure 2

represents a bagging classifier where classifiers are not identical across n. Each individual classifier

takes a bootstrap sample for training and when a test sample is passed to the ensemble classifier,

the classification prediction takes a majority vote from n individual classifiers. This example shows

that bagging is an ensemble method besides being a learning method when each individual classifier

takes the same learning algorithm.

Figure 2: Illustration example for bagging. Source: https://medium.com/ml-research-lab/bagging-

ensemble-meta-algorithm-for-reducing-variance-c98fffa5489f

Notice that bagging is not limited to the tree-based method but any learning method could use
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bagging to generate an aggregated predictor. However, bagging brings significant improvement to a

single-tree predictor because of its usage of bootstrap sampling. Recall that a regression tree might

not provide an unbiased estimate since which tree structure and its resulting sample mean in each

leaf is dependent on the training sample which could be not a good representation of the population

distribution. Bootstrap sampling provides more training samples that represent different potential

distributions of the population, thus taking the average over bootstrap samples could result in a

prediction that is more immune to the sampling errors in the training data. Overall, bagging could

improve the accuracy of learning procedures that performs unstably from different training samples

and provides smooth and robust predictors.

3.2 Boosting

Boosting is a conceptually similar idea with bagging, which aims to enhance the performance

of a weak learning algorithm, proposed firstly by Schapire (1990), Freund (1995), and Freund and

Schapire (1997). The initial idea in Schapire (1990) aims to show that a weak learning algorithm

could always be boosted into a strong learning one by learning specifically on the misclassified data

for several extra rounds and taking the majority vote from all model outputs. This concept is

carried over to later boosting methods, where for each round of prediction, extra weight will be

assigned to the misclassified samples and the next round of training will be implemented on the

reweighted sample. The final prediction will be a linear combination of the trained models from

each stage.

Figure 3 represents the idea of Schapire (1990) with a boosted classification example. After

each round of training, the misclassified samples are circled out and assigned higher weights in the

next round’s training sample, represented by the larger size of plus or minus signs. After three

rounds of training, the final classifier adapt splitting rules from all three rounds and separate the

sample space into 6 regions. The color of each region represents the classification decision from a

majority vote of the three classifiers and the final prediction achieves higher accuracy than any of

the previous three.

While there is a common view that explains boosting in terms of a “weighted majority vote” or

“weighted committee”, Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2000) argue that this understanding might

lead to some of the mystery about how and why the method works. Instead, viewing boosting as

a technique for fitting an additive model could show more insights from the statistical perspective.
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Figure 3: Illustration example for boosting. Source: https://medium.com/ml-research-

lab/boosting-ensemble-meta-algorithm-for-reducing-bias-5b8bfdce281

For the regression problem, an additive model to estimate the mean E(y|x) = F (x) has the form

F (x) =

p∑
j=1

fj(xj)

where each function fj(xj) is a separate function for the input variables xj , and xj is a subset of the

input variables. A backfitting update is performed to find the function fj(xj) that minimizes the

gap between the conditional expectation of the additive model without fj(xj) and the true value

fj(xj)←− E
[
y −

∑
k ̸=j

fk(xk)|xj
]
for j = 1, 2, ..., p, 1, 2, ...

The iteration keeps running until the model’s prediction converges. We could extend the additive

model to the set of functions, {βmfm(x; γm)}M1 , which take all feature variables x as the input and

are characterized by a set of parameters γ and a multiplier βm. Then the additive model becomes

FM (x) =

M∑
m=1

βmf(x; γm)

One can find the optimal parameters {βm, γm} by solving the optimization problem

{βm, γm} ←− argmin
β,γ

L(y −
M∑

k ̸=m

βkf(x; γk)− βf(x; γ))

where L(·) is the loss function for the learning problem.

Now, if we consider the boosting procedure as finding the optimal learning function fm(x; γm)

at each boosting roundm, and finally the aggregate predictor is taking an average of all {fm(x; γm)}

with the weight {βm}, the boosted learning procedure results in the same prediction function that

we solve from an additive model. This sketch proof shows that any boosting algorithm could be
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viewed as some version of an additive prediction model. Zhang and Yu (2005) further shows that,

with constructing boosting as an additive model, we could prove its numerical convergence when

the greedy iteration increases and consistency with early stopping when the training sample size

gets large for general loss functions (boosting forever can overfit the data, it is necessary to stop

the boosting procedure early). In the next section, I will introduce two boosting algorithms from

the two perspectives of understanding boosting mentioned previously: AdaBoost, a straightforward

algorithm that applies recursive boosting, and Gradient Boosting, an alternative algorithm that

optimizes boosted functions from the additive model view.

4 AdaBoost and Gradient Boosting

4.1 AdaBoost

This section will explain specifically the algorithm of AdaBoost and Gradient Boosting. The

idea of AdaBoost is mentioned in the last section: for each iteration, the algorithm fits the model

with the weighted training data by minimizing a certain loss function. Then the fitted data will

provide an adjustment to the weight distribution by assigning higher weights to the bad fitted

samples for the use of next iteration. The final output will be a weighted aggregation of the model

from each iteration. One version of AdaBoost procedure for binary classification problem is the

Discrete AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire 1996), as shown in Figure 4. The dependent variable y has

values 1 or -1, and we define our boosted model F (x) =
∑M

1 cmfm(x) to predict the classification

of y given the feature data x. Specifically, each fm(x) is a classifier producing values either 1 or -1,

cm are constants and the classification decision of the boosted model on y is sign(F (x)), namely

whether the aggregated value of M classifiers is positive or negative.

Figure 4: Discrete AdaBoost Algorithm. Source: Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2000)
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The Discrete AdaBoost trains the classifiers fm(x) on a weighted training sample, with weight

wi for training sample i. After model fm(x) is trained, the weighted error rate is calculated by

errm = Ew[1(y ̸= fm(x)], the expected rate of misclassification on the weighted training sample.

Then a parameter to measure the importance of the classifier fm(x) within the whole model,

cm = log((1 − errm)/errm) is a logit transformation of the weighted accuracy rate 1 − errm. As

we could only boost a weak learner into a strong learner, it is required that the classifier performs

at least better than random guessing, that is E[1(y ̸= fm(x)] > 0.5, thus cm ∈ [0,+∞) measures

the accuracy of the classifier fm(x) and the weight it should occupy in the aggregate model. Also,

the adjusted weight for the next round of training is imposed on the misclassified samples with

the multiplier cm and renormalized to have a unit weight in total. After M iterations, the boosted

classifier outputs sign[
∑M

m=1 cmfm(x)] as the classification decision. With the Discrete AdaBoost

example, we could observe the reason that boosting is interpreted as a ”weighted majority vote” or

”weighted committee” as it takes the weighted aggregate predictions from the individual classifiers

to produce the final decision.

4.2 Gradient Boosting

Gradient Boosting (Friedman 1999) reforms the boosting procedure by optimizing an additive

model, where each iteration adds a new prediction function to optimize the prediction of the

sum of all previous functions. In this way, the optimal incremental function is constructed by the

function that provides the steepest-descent gradient in the functional space for the overall prediction

function. The key idea is to obtain an estimate or approximation F̂ (x), of the function F ∗(x) that

minimizes the expected loss function of the fitted model

F ∗ = argmin
F
Ex[Ey(L(y, F (x)))|x]

and we specify the form of the fitting function F (x) to be the additive model mentioned in section

3.2

FM (x) =

M∑
m=1

βmf(x; γm).

To find the solution of F ∗, one of the frequently used numerical minimization methods, steepest-

descent could be useful. In general, we seek to minimize a model’s expected loss function

Φ(F (x)) = EyL[y, F (x)|x]

with respective to F (x) and our solution is F ∗(x) =
∑M

m=0 fm(x), an additive model, where f0(x) is

an initial guess and {fm(x)}M1 are incremental functions (“steps” or “boosts”) searched by steepest-
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descent algorithm

fm(x) = −ρmgm(x)

with gradient vector at m step

gm(x) =
[∂Φ(F (x))

∂F (x)

]
F (x)=Fm−1(x)

and

Fm−1(x) =
m−1∑
i=0

fi(x).

The multiplier ρm is given by

ρm = argmin
ρ
Ey,xL(y, Fm−1(x)− ρgm(x)).

The interpretation of steepest-descent optimization is intuitive: we seek to reach the global

minimum on the hyperplane of the loss function in a functional space, while steepest-descent aims

to find it with a step-by-step procedure. We start at an initial guess location, and for every step, we

look for the function that could provide the steepest descent gradient on the hyperplane, essentially

it is the direction that provides the largest reduction on the loss function. If the loss function gives

a convex hyperplane, then steepest-descent could guarantee the global minimum within infinitely

small error. In conclusion, by viewing boosting as an additive model, we could apply the steepest-

descent procedure to find a general form of the “boost”, or the incremental functions that minimize

the loss function of the aggregate model in each iteration.

5 RandomForest

While boosting methods aim to enhance the performance of some learning procedure, especially

a single tree model, by recursively applying the procedure on the training sample one iteration after

another one, we could also consider to build many trees at the same time and aggregate their outputs

to produce the prediction, which is the random forest method (Ho 1995, Breiman 2001). The first

random decision forest algorithm proposed by Ho (1995) builds trees that are trained by a random

subspace method: each tree is trained on a randomly picked subset of the feature variables. The

random drop on the features forces the whole forest not to depend its prediction on any individual

feature that performs well in prediction for the training samples but potentially not robust to other

samples. The later extension RandomForest by Breiman (2001) keeps the randomness in features

but applies it at node level combined with a bagging procedure. Specifically, in the growth of each
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tree, RandomForest does not assign a fixed subset of features to the tree, but when the tree makes a

split at a node, a random subset of features are given for the split decision. This node level feature

selection brings more randomness in the variable dependency, so that not only the whole forest, but

every single tree could not produce estimates highly dependent on certain well-performing features.

RandomForest also applies the bagging procedure in the sample data used to train trees, so that

each tree is fitting a different bootstrap sample as well as the implicit data distribution. This

bagging procedure avoids the shortcoming that a tree model’s structure is highly dependent on the

sample data and thus its performance is not robust to changes in training samples. Overall, random

forest method is the horizontal ensemble of many trees that are independently grown based on the

random training data.

Athey et al. (2018) propose the generalized random forests that extend the application of

random forests to fit a more general set of learning objects with known asymptotic distributions of

the estimates. Instead of training the model to fit the object variable, generalized random forests

seek to estimate a set of parameters by minimizing the local moment equations adjusted by a

similarity weight. This approach is similar to the non-parametric kernel regression which uses a

kernel function to weight the neighborhood points to calculate for the weighted local average as

the estimates. Instead of deterministic weight functions, Athey et al. (2018) use random forests to

measure the similarity score between two sample points, that is the frequency of two training data

points fall into the same leaf. Besides the typical procedures of RandomForest, generalized random

forest considers a splitting rule that maximizes the heterogeneity between the two child nodes.

With this specific setup, they develop a large sample theory showing that the generalized random

forests estimates are consistent and asymptotically Gaussian and they also provide an estimator

for the asymptotic variance that enables valid confidence intervals.

6 XGBoost

XGBoost (Chen and Guestrin, 2016) adopts the gradient boosted tree algorithm and performs

other machine learning techniques to improve its performance and robustness. XGBoost first builds

its trees by gradient boosting with a regularized objective function

L(y, F (x)) = l(y, Fm(x)) +
∑
m

Ω(fm)
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where l(y, Fm(x)) is some standard convex loss function, Ω(fm) = γT + 1
2λ||ω||

2 is a penalty on the

complexity of the tree structure, T is the number of leaves in the tree and ω is the vector of leaf

weights. Then XGBoost seeks the function fm(x) to minimize the regularized objective function

L(m) = L(y, Fm−1(x) + fm(x)) + Ω(fm)

by performing the gradient descent algorithm to find the optimal tree structure fm. The regularized

objective leads the model to select a tree that is simpler rather than one with many leaves that

could result in overfitting.

Besides the regularized objective, XGBoost also applies shrinkage and the feature selection to

prevent overfitting. Shrinkage is used to scale down the weights of each new boosted tree in the

aggregate model by a fixed proportion. Such shrinkage reduces the influence of each individual

tree and leaves more improvement space for future trees. Feature selection, the key idea in random

forest methods, is also implemented in the process of making splits. Only a random subset of

features is available for splitting at each node during the growth of the tree.

Sparsity-aware split finding is an innovation of XGBoost in the field of tree-related methods,

as it could handle all patterns of sparse data and perform the algorithm in an efficient way. The

commonly used greedy algorithm for split finding is very powerful since it could compare all possible

splitting candidates to find the optimal one, however, it is also computationally costly as it needs

to search for almost every point in the training set. One alternative way to save the computational

timing is to propose some candidate splitting points according to percentiles of feature distribu-

tion(e.g. quantile points) and the algorithm only picks the optimal splits among the candidates.

However, this approach is limited to the dense data as for categorical features, there could be only

few input values and the proposed candidate split points based on distribution could be missing in

the training data. XGBoost handles this sparsity of the feature by assigning default direction for

the missing values in the proposed candidates, and the default direction is learned from the data

so that it could assign a close non-missing value that maximizes the model performance to replace

the missing candidates. In this way, XGBoost could cope with all sparsity patterns in a unified

way.

In brief, XGBoost combines many techniques that are shown to be effective for other machine

learning tasks into the gradient boosted tree method, and fine tunes the candidate proposal pro-

cedure by its innovative sparsity-aware split finding algorithm. The experimental results displayed

in the paper show that XGBoost significantly reduces the computational timing needed for the
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learning task while remains a competent prediction accuracy compared to other top performing

machine learning methods.

7 Generalized Random Forests

This section aims to elaborate the work in Susan et al (2018) from following three perspec-

tives. First, the theoretical model and the environment of the problem and the method this paper

proposes. Then I perform a set of simulation work to display what statistical tasks would benefit

the most from generalized random forests and what may not be suitable for it. Finally, I go over

one simple empirical work with the usage of generalized random forests.

7.1 Theoretical Model

In this section, I will briefly cover the theoretical model and innovation of the generalized

random forests method without mentioning too many technical details. The major goal is to

understand what steps of statistical learning are involved and grasp the essence of the algorithm in

a intuitional way. Before we dive into the generalized random forests, let us start from scratch. In

the ”vanilla” version of the regression forests (Breiman, 2001), individual trees are grown by greedy

recursive partitioning such that we recursively add axis-aligned splits to the tree, where each split

aims to maximize the improvement to model fit. Figure 1 is a graph illustration on how regression

forests decide the splitting points. To generate one regression tree for a data sample with size

n = 7, its covariate matrix X has two dimensions, we randomly pick one of the two dimensions,

X1 in the example, and find the splitting point at X1 = 0.3 that improves the model fit the most

from separating the sample into two subsets. We call the two subsets ”child nodes” and for the set

before separating we call it ”parent node”. After we generate the child nodes, we could treat each

child node as a new parent node and repeat what we have done so far, that is optimally splitting

the set into two child nodes over one randomly picked dimension. In the example of Figure 1, we

have 4 child nodes at the end, and we call such end nodes ”leaves”. Finally, as every data point

x could be classified by the splitting points at each stage so it must fall in one leaf, the regression

tree’s output of predicted value Ŷ is simply the average value of Y in the leaf, Ȳ , that a data point

x falls in. While this prediction is made by only one tree based on a small sample, we could perform

bootstrapped sampling for N samples and generate one tree per sample, thus we will have N trees

for predicting the data point x. Our final prediction based on the forest of trees, {Yi}i=1,...,N , is
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Figure 5: Regression Forests (from Susan et al (2018))

simply the averaged value of tree predictions, 1N
∑N

i=1 Yi.

In generalized random forests, it preserve the core elements of the forests method – including

recursive partitioning, subsampling, and random split selection – but abandon the idea that our

final estimate is obtained by averaging estimates from each member of an ensemble. Instead, it

treats forests as a type of adaptive nearest neighbor estimator, that I will elaborate further in the

following.

7.1.1 Forest-Based Local Estimation

The environment contains n independent and identically distributed samples indexed by i =

1, ..., n, an observable quantity Oi for each sample that we wants to estimate by θ(·), and a set of

auxiliary covariates Xi. For regression tasks, the observable just consists of an outcome Oi = {Yi};

in the case of treatment effect estimation with exogenous treatment assignment, it also includes

the treatment assignment Oi = {Yi,Wi}. Our goal is to estimate solutions to local estimation

equations of the form E[ψθ(x)(Oi)|Xi = x] = 0 for all x ∈ X . The approach of generalized random

forests is to first define a similarity weights αi(x) that assign higher weights to i-th sample if it is
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more relevant in the process of fitting θ(·) at x, and then fit to a overall estimating equation:

θ̂(x) ∈ argmin
θ

{∥∥∥∥∥
n∑

t=1

]αi(x)ψθ(Oi)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

}
. (1)

It is noteworthy that if the weights αi(x) is some deterministic kernel function, then the equation

(1) simply generates our traditional non-parametric estimator, which works well in low dimensions

but sensitive to the curse of dimensionality. Here, weights are obtained by averaging neighborhoods

implicitly produced by different trees, that is the frequency of i-th training example falls into the

same leaf as x:

αbi(x) =
1({Xi ∈ Lb(x)})

|Lb(x)|
, αi(x) =

1

B

B∑
b=1

αbi(x) (2)

where we have trees indexed by b = 1, ..., B and define the leaf that x falls in tree b as Lb(x). Figure

Figure 6: random forest weighting function(from Susan et al (2018))

2 is the graph illustration of the random forest weighting function. The top three diagrams display

different splitting results from three trees generated from some random sampling data, where only

the dots that fall into the same leaf with our target x are marked out. When we combine three

trees into the bottom diagram, we will assign larger sizes to the points that have higher frequencies

being marked in previous diagrams, so the points fall in the same leafs with x three times have the

largest size, and thus points with larger size will have larger weight when we fit equation (1) locally
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at x. With the weights given by equation (2), we could solve equation (1) to have our estimator

θ̂(x); the only thing remains unclear is what splitting rule it will use to generate the forests that

provides us the weighting function.

7.1.2 Splitting to Maximize Heterogeneity

As mentioned, the main difference between random forests relative to other non-parametric

regression techniques is their use of recursive partitioning on subsamples to generate the weighting

function αi(x). Specifically, the splitting scheme used in generalized random forests focuses on

heterogeneity in the target functional θ(X). To divide a parent node P ⊆ X into two children

C1, C2 ⊆ X at some splitting point, generally we seek to minimize a loss function defined over a

sample set J as err(C1, C2) =
∑

j=1.2 P[X ∈ Cj |X ∈ P ]E[(θ̂Cj (J )− θ(X))2|X ∈ Cj ]. In standard

regression tree implementations, we might directly minimize the in-sample prediction error of the

node or minimize the entropy after splitting to maximize the information gain. This direct loss

minimization is not proper under current settings as the identification via a moment condition does

not generally have a unbiased, model-free estimate of the loss term err(C1, C2). To address this

issue, under certain assumptions, Susan et al (2018) find a way to decompose the loss function into

three parts such that err(C1, C2) = K(P )− E[∆(C1, C2)] + o(r2) with definition

∆(C1, C2) := nC1nC2/n
2
P

(
θ̂C1(J )− θ̂C2(J )

)2
, (3)

where nC1 , nC2 , nP are the numbers of observations in C1, C2, P respectively,K(P ) is a deterministic

term that measures the purity of the parent node that does not depend on how the parent is split,

the o-term depends on sampling variance and our target term ∆(C1, C2) captures the heterogeneity

of the two children nodes. With this transformation, minimizing the loss function essentially needs

to maximize the term in (3) and as a result, the splitting rule will increase the heterogeneity of the

estimates as fast as possible.

While we have a good theoretical criterion to perform splits by maximizing (3), explicitly

solving for θ̂C1 , θ̂C2 in each candidate child by equation (1) is too expensive computationally.

Authors also provide a gradient-based approximations for θ̂C1 , θ̂C2 to avoid this issue. We first

compute AP as any consistent estimate for the gradient of the expectation of the ψ-function, i.e.,

∇E[ψθ̂P
(Oi)|Xi ∈ P ], and then using a gradient descending algorithm to approximate

θ̃C = θ̂P −
1

|{i : Xi ∈ C}|
∑

{i:Xi∈C}

A−1
P ψθ̂P

(Oi), (4)
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Once we have the approximate estimates θ̃C1 , θ̃C2 , we could further construct approximate term for

(3), ∆̃(C1, C2). To justify this approximation will not influence the consistency, authors provides

the proof(which I will skip here) that if Ap is a consistent estimator for the gradient of expectation of

the score function ψθ̂P
(Oi), then ∆̃(C1, C2) equals ∆(C1, C2) plus some error term that converges to

zero when sample is large enough. With all the elements of the generalize random forest explained

so far, finally we could ensemble the algorithm together by the pseudo code in Figure 3.

7.2 Applications

Susan et el (2018) claims that their generalized random forest could help develop new methods

for many statistical tasks including non-parametric quantile regression and conditional average

partial effect estimation, thus I will run several simulations to exhibit the performance of generalized

random forest over these tasks as well as other methods’ performances.

7.2.1 Quantile Regression Forests

Non-parametric quantile regression is a classical problem that has been considered in detail

by Meinshausen (2006) by a consistent forest-based quantile regression. The difference between

Meinshausen (2006) and generalized random forest lies in the splitting rule, such that Meinshausen

(2006) uses a plain CART regression splits while this method utilizes the criterion that is designed

to capture heterogeneity in conditional quantiles. As a benchmark, I also compare these two forest

based method with the traditional kernel based method. The result is shown in Figure 4.

The simulation generates a sample with 2000 observations where Xi is uniformly distributed

over [−1, 1]p with p = 40 and Yi is Gaussian conditionally on (Xi)1. In the top panel, we have a

mean shift in the distribution of Yi conditional on Xi at (Xi)1 = 0, and all three methods are able

to pick up the change while kernel regression generates more fluctuations in the predictions relative

to the forest methods. However, in the bottom panel, while the conditional mean of Y is constant,

but there is a scale shift at (Xi)1 = 0. In this case, generalized random forest performs still well as

its splitting scheme could capture the heterogeneity in the sample space, while other two methods

could only update their predictions slowly as they are only sensitive to changes in the conditional

mean of Y given X. Specifically, kernel regression could slowly get to the correct level when the

local neighborhood’s heterogeneity gradually disappears but quantile regression forest completely

broke down as its global splitting rule could not capture the changes in the quantiles at all and
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Figure 7: Generalized random forest Algorithms (from Susan et al (2018))
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consistently produced a biased estimation.

One of the challenges with generalized random forests could exhibit edge effects whereby the

the estimation could taper off as we approach the edge of X -space, as the splitting scheme could not

assign large enough weights to the limit number of observations at the edge. My next simulation

replicate this special case and want to check what could happen to the three methods when the

data could observe an edge effect. The simulation structure is identical to the previous one, except

the mean shift happens at (Xi)1 = −0.9 and the scale shift happens at (Xi)1 = −0.8, the results

are shown in Figure 5. Not surprisingly, two forest methods could not adapt correctly at the edge

of the sample space and their predictions are generally off target, while kernel quantile regression

could still update its local neighborhood regardless the sparse data at the edge, thus kernel method

is more robust to the edge effect relative to the forest methods.

7.2.2 Conditional Average Treatment Effect Estimation

Next, we could consider conditional average treatment effect estimation under exogeneity. Now

we observe samples (Xi, Yi,Wi) where Wi is the exogenous treatment. We have a random effect

model Yi = Wi · bi + εi, β(x) = E[bi|Xi = x] is the conditional average treatment effect (CATE) of

our interest, and this problem is equivalent to the heterogeneous treatment effect estimation under

unconfoundedness under this setup. Again we simulate a sample with 2000 observations where Xi

is uniformly distributed over [−1, 1]p with p = 10 but now Yi depends on both the treatment effect

fromWi and some transformation of Xi. Moreover, treatmentWi has a linear increasing effect over

(Xi)1 conditional on (Xi)1 > 0. Our goal is to capture the heterogeneous treatment effect which is

shown in Figure 6. We could see the estimated CATE is closely following the heterogeneity due to

the covariate variable while the 95% confidence interval constructed by the large sample variance

estimator (inference not covered in this note) also contains the true value all the time.

7.3 Empirical Example

Finally, I perform the generalized random forest on the research project of Koop and Tobias

(2004) which originally investigated the heterogeneous effect in returns to schooling. Following their

idea, we want to check whether return to schooling is influenced by other factors such as experience,

family background, etc. To consider both continuous and discrete treatments, two approaches are

taken as one treats year of education edu as a continuous variable and the another creates a dummy
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Figure 8: Comparison of quantile regression using generalized random forests, Meinshause (2006)

and kernel regression
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Figure 9: Comparison of quantile regression with edge effect using generalized random forests,

Meinshause (2006) and kernel regression
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Figure 10: heterogeneous treatment effect by generalized random forest

for whether individual attends high school or not, or equivalently 1(edu > 10).

With these two approaches, we are essentially considering conditional average partial effect

(CAPE) and conditional average treatment effect (CATE) of return to schooling, respectively. To

perform the test of heterogeneity by generalized random forest, we need to estimate CAPE or

CATE over one covariate variable at a time, while due to limit of pages, I will primarily present

the results for the analysis for heterogeneity of work experience, which are shown in Figure 7 & 8.

In both approaches, we could observe certain heterogeneity on returns to schooling over work

experience but not to a significant level. The OLS estimated value falls in the 95% confidence

interval for most of the range. Specifically, we could observe CAPE has a small positive trend as

experience increases while CATE has a less significant change. This corresponds to the result of

Koop and Tobias (2004) as they claim the heterogeneity is continuous rather than discrete. When

we force the treatment effect to be estimated at a certain threshold, we break the continuity of the

sample space such that CATE could not capture the more complex heterogeneity that could be
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Figure 11: heterogeneous partial effect by generalized random forest

generated by factors across the threshold. Another potential reason could be the current setup of

generalized random forest is not proper to deal with confounded treatment effect, while in the case

of return to schooling, confoundedness is reasonable to exist so that the heterogeneity analysis over

only one factor is not valid.
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Figure 12: heterogeneous treatment effect by generalized random forest

8 Conclusion

In this piece of literature review, I try to cover the development of tree-based machine learning

methods from the original decision tree to the recently developed XGBoost. Almost every compo-

nent of XGBoost represents a crucial idea or technique in the field of machine learning or statistics,

thus it provides a good chance to backtrack the evolution of many important machine learning

methods, such as boosting, gradient boosting and random forest.

I also cover the the essence of generalized random forest proposed by Susan et al (2018). Con-

ceptual steps about how to perform generalized random forest are elaborated via graph illustration

and some intuitive and normative way, while a large set of contents about technical details (includ-

ing its asymptotic property and inference of confidence interval) are skipped. Several simulation

showcases in quantile regression and heterogeneous treatment effect are displayed to show the per-

formance of generalized random forest on these specific statistical learning tasks with comparisons

of other traditional methods.
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From the econometric perspective, understanding the theoretical background of machine learn-

ing methods and their asymptotic properties also sheds light to the inference tasks involved in

economic researches. A model that fits the dependent variable nicely without hurting the consis-

tency of the estimators would provide much more nuisances in the variance of data and improve

the interpretability of the economic model by a large step.
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